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ORTHOGONAL GEODESIC AND

MINIMAL DISTRIBUTIONS

BY

IRL BIVENS

Abstract. Let 8 be a smooth distribution on a Riemannian manifold M with $ the

orthogonal distribution. We say that 5 is geodesic provided g is integrable with

leaves which are totally geodesic submanifolds of M. The notion of minimality of a

submanifold of M may be defined in terms of a criterion involving any orthonormal

frame field tangent to the given submanifold. If this criterion is satisfied by any

orthonormal frame field tangent to ip then we say ip is minimal. Suppose that 8 and

§ are orthogonal geodesic and minimal distributions on a submanifold of Euclidean

space. Then each leaf of 3 is also a submanifold of Euclidean space with mean

curvature normal vector field r¡. We show that the integral of | ij |2 over M is

bounded below by an intrinsic constant and give necessary and sufficient conditions

for equality to hold.

We study the relationships between the geometry of M and the integrability of §.

For example, if 3 and § are orthogonal geodesic and minimal distributions on a

space of nonnegative sectional curvature then § is integrable iff 3 and § are parallel

distributions. Similarly if M" has constant negative sectional curvature and dim § =

2 < n then § is not integrable. If 3 is geodesic and § is integrable then we

characterize the local structure of the Riemannian metric in the case that the leaves

of § are flat submanifolds of A/, with parallel second fundamental form.

1. Introduction. Let (A/, (, » denote an «-dimensional Riemannian manifold with

V the Riemannian connection on the full tensor algebra of M. If S is a tensor of

type (k, k) on M then we say 5 G T[End Ak(TM)] provided S is alternating in the

first k and in the last k indices. At each point x G M, Sx may be identified with an

element of End AkTxM. Given S G T[End Ak(TM)] and T G T[End AJ(TM)] we

may define S * T G T[End Ak+J(TM)] by wedging the respective covariant and

contravariant components of S and T. The multiplication, *, is associative and

commutative.

Definition 1.1. 5 G T[End Ak{TM)\ is a Codazzi tensor of type (k, k) provided

(1)       0 = 2 (- \)J+\VXS){X, A X2 A • • • A*,_, A^.A... AXk+i)

for all smooth vector fields A',, Xz,..., Xk+, on M.

It is routine to show that if 5 and T are Codazzi tensors of types (k, k) and (j, j)

respectively then S * Tis a Codazzi tensor of type (k + j, k + j).
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Let g denote a smooth codimension k distribution on M. The distribution

orthogonal to g will be denoted by ÍQ and we let P: TM — § denote orthogonal

projection onto §. If {e,, e2,. ■ -,ek} is an arbitrary local orthonormal frame field for

§ then we say § is minimal provided P[Z Vee,] = 2 V^e,. In particular, if $ is

integrable then each leaf of § is a minimal submanifold of M. The distribution g is

said to be parallel provided g is invariant under parallel translation along any path

in M. Clearly if g is parallel then so is SJ. Equivalently g is parallel iff both g and ®

are integrable with totally geodesic leaves. In fact, if g is parallel then M splits

locally as a Riemannian product L¡ X L2 with g = TL, and $ = TL2.

Suppose M is a compact oriented Riemannian manifold without boundary isomet-

rically immersed into R^ and 5 is a parallel distribution on M. Then each leaf of g is

a submanifold of R^ and given p G M we let r¡(p) denote the mean curvature

normal vector at/? for the corresponding immersed leaf of g. In [1] we showed that

r , ,2          A, vol M
(2) / hl  ,/K^-L--JM n

where A, denotes the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian on M. Equality holds iff both

M and the leaves of g are minimally immersed into a sphere of radius R = (n/A,)1/2.

This result was originally proved by R. Reilly [9] for the case g = TM. Its extension

to arbitrary parallel distributions g uses the fact that the leaves of g are minimal

submanifolds of M and that S = Pk = P*P* ••• * P (k times) is a Codazzi

tensor of type (k, k). For arbitrary g and Sp we have the following result (see §2 for

proof):

Proposition 2.1. S = Pk is a Codazzi tensor of type (k, k) ///"g is integrable with

totally geodesic leaves and § is minimal.

We will say g is geodesic provided g is integrable with totally geodesic leaves.

Since each leaf of a geodesic distribution is a minimal submanifold of M we may

extend inequality (2) to geodesic g provided ip is minimal. For M and tj as above, we

have

Theorem 2.2. Suppose g ¥= 0 is geodesic and $ is minimal. Then

r , ,2          A. vol M
/   tj   dV>—-.

Equality holds iff both M and the leaves of g are minimally immersed into a sphere of

radius R = (h/a,)1/2.

The above results motivate the consideration of orthogonal geodesic and minimal

distributions g and §. If, in addition, $ is integrable then we will refer to g and $

as orthogonal geodesic and minimal foliations of M. Parallel distributions provide

examples of orthogonal geodesic and minimal foliations which are in some sense

" trivial". We will be interested in geometrical conditions which imply that this is the

only type that can occur. Since the square norm of the second fundamental form of
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the leaves of Si> may be written as a negative sum of sectional curvatures (Lemma

3.1), we have

Theorem 3.2. Let g and § be orthogonal geodesic and minimal distributions on a

space M of nonnegative sectional curvature. Then op is integrable iff g and ÍQ are

parallel.

Other examples of orthogonal geodesic and minimal distributions may be con-

structed using a Riemannian submersion. Let M and N be Riemannian manifolds

with metrics (, )M and (, )N respectively. Suppose tt: M -* N is a submersion and let

g denote the tangent space to the fibres of it with op the orthogonal distribution. The

mapping tt is said to be a Riemannian submersion provided that (X,Y)M =

(tt^X, tt^Y)n for all X, Y G §. If X is a vector field tangent to ¿g> then V^ is also

tangent to ÍQ [8]. In particular, if the fibres of m are totally geodesic it follows that g

and ¿p are orthogonal geodesic and minimal distributions.

Examples, (a) With the standard metrics, tt: 52"+1^CP" is a Riemannian

submersion, the fibres of which are geodesies of 52n+1 [8]. Since S2n+i does not split

as a Riemannian product it follows from Theorem 3.2 that ¡Q is not integrable. Note

also that since r\\(S") — n, we have equality in Theorem 2.2.

(b) Let G be a Lie group with a bi-invariant metric and let AT be a closed subgroup

of G. Then the natural metric on G/K makes the projection tt: G -* G/K into a

Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibres [8].

(c) Let tt: P -> M be a principal G bundle with (, )c an inner product on the Lie

algebra of G and w a connection 1-form on P. Let g denote the tangent space to the

fibres of tt with Sq = Ker u. Define a metric ( , ) on P by the conditions that g and

£ be orthogonal with (X, Y)= (a(X), u(Y))G for X, Y G g and (X, Y) =

(tt^X, TTjfY)M for X, Y G §. Then 77 is a Riemannian submersion with totally

geodesic fibres [4, 6].

We may also construct orthogonal geodesic and minimal foliations by means of a

Riemannian submersion. Again let tt: M ^ N be a Riemannian submersion, but now

with ÍQ the tangent space to the fibres of tt and g the distribution orthogonal to ip.

Then g is geodesic and ÍQ is minimal iff the fibres of tt are minimal submanifolds of

M, and g is integrable. In fact, this construction characterizes locally orthogonal

geodesic and minimal foliations of M. To see this, let g and 6p be orthogonal

foliations of M with (x\ x2,...,xn): U -> R" a coordinate system which is adapted

to g and ¿p in the sense that {3/3*,,.. .,d/dxk} span op and {3/3^+,,. • .,3/3x„}

span g. With respect to this coordinate system the metric may be written

*2 = 2gij(x\...,xn)dxi ® dxJ + %2g„ß{xl.xH)dx« 9 dx*

where Roman indices run from 1 to k and Greek indices run from k + 1 to n. A

routine argument shows that g is geodesic iff each ga/8 is a function of xk+],.. .,x"

alone. Assume then that g is geodesic. If we identify U with its image in R" then the

leaves of op are given as the fibres of tt: U^>R"~k where tt(x\ x2,.. .,x") =

(xk+\.. .,x"). Define a Riemannian metric dt2 on the image of tt by the formula

dt2 = 2gaß(xk+\.. .,x") dx" ®dx&. With this metric, tt becomes a Riemannian
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submersion onto its image. The fibres of tt are minimal submanifolds of M iff

det(g,- ■) is independent of xk+\... ,x". Two extreme cases may occur. One possibil-

ity is that each g,.. is independent of xk+\. ..,x". In this case g and !q are parallel

and ds2 splits as a product metric. The other possibility is that each g(.. is a function

ofje^1,...,;«;" alone and det(giy) is constant.

Theorem 3.3 Suppose g is geodesic and $ is integrable. Then about any point of M

there exists an adapted coordinate system such that

ds2 = ^glj{xk+\...,xn)dxi®dxJ + ^gaß{xk+\...,xn)dxa®dxfi

iff each leaf of ÍQ is a flat submanifold of M with parallel second fundamental form.

Using this result we consider orthogonal geodesic and minimal foliations with

dim op = 2.

Proposition 3.4. Let g and op be orthogonal geodesic and minimal foliations of M

with dim op = 2. // each leaf of Sp has parallel second fundamental form, then in a

neighborhood of any point of M there exists an adapted coordinate system such that

either

(i) ds2 = 2 gu{x\ x2) dx¡ ® dxj + 2 gaß(x3,... ,x") dxa ® dxß or

(ii) ds2 = Ig,7(jc3,...,x")à' ® dxJ + Igaß(x3,...,x")dxa 8 dxß with det(g,7)

constant.

Furthermore, if M is compact and connected, the choice may be made unambiguously

between (i) and (ii) for all of M.

Assume (q is integrable and dim op = 2. In order for the leaves of S$ to have

parallel second fundamental form it is necessary that R(X, Y)Z G ¡q whenever

X,Y, Z G !q where R denotes the curvature tensor of M. Given p El M \ei K(p)

denote the extrinsic sectional curvature of ¡Qp and let K(p) denote the intrinsic

sectional curvature of the corresponding leaf of ¡Q.

Proposition 3.5. Let g and ¡q be orthogonal geodesic and minimal foliations of M

with dim op = 2 and with R(X, Y)Z G ÍQp whenever X, Y, Z G ÍQp. Suppose one of

the following is true:

(a) K > 0 and each leaf of Sq is compact;

(b) dim M = 3 and K — K is constant on each leaf of §;

(c) each leaf of !q is diffeomorphic to S2.

Then in a neighborhood of each point of M the metric may be written as in (i) or (ii) of

Proposition 3.4. Furthermore, if condition (c) holds, the metric may be written as in (i).

The condition that R(X,Y)Z G ÍQ whenever X, Y, Z G op is automatically satis-

fied provided M has constant sectional curvature. In fact, for such manifolds we may

strengthen Proposition 3.5.

Theorem 3.6. Let g ¥= 0 and $5 be orthogonal geodesic and minimal distributions on

a space M of constant sectional curvature. If dim 8p = 2 then ÍQ is integrable iff M is

flat and g and ÍQ are parallel.
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2. The relationship with Codazzi tensors. Let g be a codimension k distribution on

a Riemannian manifold M with ¡g the orthogonal distribution and P: TM -» 6p the

orthogonal projection. A local orthonormal frame field {e,, e2,.. .,en) will be called

adapted provided e],e2,...,ek G op.

Proposition 2.1. S = Pk is a Codazzi tensor of type (k, k) iff% is integrable with

totally geodesic leaves and Sp is minimal.

Proof. Assume that S is a Codazzi tensor of type (k, k) and let (e,, e2,... ,en) be

an adapted local orthonormal frame field. Equation (1) for Xj = e^j = 1,2,...,A;,

and Xk+i — ea,a — k + 1,...,«, becomes

0 = (2 V,-, «?„)<?, A e2 A • • • Aek - 2*, A e2 A • • • A ve/; A ■ • • Aek

where, in each term, the summation is over y = \ to j — k. Since a is arbitrary, the

vanishing of the first term implies ÍQ is minimal. The second term may be written as

2(-l)k~J(Ve*ß, e,)«i A • • • Ae,_, A e,+1 A • •. Aefc A eß

where the summation is over y =\toj = k and ß = k + 1 to ß — n. Again, since a

is arbitrary, the vanishing of the second term implies g is geodesic.

Conversely, if g is geodesic and Q is minimal it is routine to show that S is a

Codazzi tensor of type (k, k).    D

Suppose that M is a compact oriented Riemannian manifold without boundary

isometrically immersed into RN. Let Y denote the position vector field of M with II

the second fundamental form of the immersion. Define a symmetric tensor A of type

(1,1) on M by the equation (A(X), Z>= (II^, Z), Y), where on the right-hand

side (, ) denotes the natural inner product on R^. If S is a Codazzi tensor of type

(k, k) on M then [1]

(3) ( (n-k)traceS+ trace(S*A)dV=0.

If g is an integrable distribution on M then each leaf of g is an immersed

submanifold of R^. Given/? G M let r/(/>) denote the mean curvature normal vector

at p for the corresponding immersed leaf of g. Applying the argument given in [1]

for parallel distributions, we have

Theorem 2.2. Suppose g ^ 0 is geodesic and op is minimal. Then

(4) [\n\2dV.
i2_   A, vol M

'M

Equality holds iff both M and the leaves of g are minimally immersed into a sphere of

radius R = (/j/A,)'72.

Proof. Letting S = Pk in equation (3) yields

(5) f (r\,Y) dV= -vol M
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since trace5 = k\ and trace(S * A) = (« — k)k\{t\, Y). The Cauchy-Schwarz in-

equalities for (, ) and for integrals imply

(j>H(i|,lV
with equality iff tj = cY for some constant c. Assume without loss of generality that

jMYdV=0. For such an immersion, Reilly [9] showed that jM\Y\2 dV*£

(«volM)/A, with equality iff M is minimally immersed into a sphere about the

origin of radius R = («/A,)1/2. This gives inequality (4). If equality holds in (4) then

M is minimally immersed into a sphere about the origin of radius R = («/A,)'/2

and Tj = cY, which implies each leaf of g is a minimal submanifold of the given

sphere. On the other hand, if each leaf of g is minimally immersed into a sphere of

radius R = (rc/A,)1/2 then tj = —(A,/«)1/2A/ where N denotes the outward unit

normal to the sphere. But then we clearly have equality in (4).    D

Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 assume that 6p is integrable. Then each leaf

of op is a submanifold of RN with mean curvature normal vector ß. If H denotes the

mean curvature normal vector of M as a submanifold of R^ then we have H —

¿[(n — k)x] + kß]. Since equation (5) is true with tj replaced by H, it follows that

fM(ß, Y) dV= —vol M if k ¥= 0. The argument of Theorem 2.2 then implies

/• , „,2 A, vol M
(6) j\ß\  dV>^~—

with equality iff both M and the leaves of ¡Q are minimally immersed into a sphere of

radius R = (n/A,)1/2. Furthermore, equality in (6) is equivalent to equality in (4).

3. The integrability of íq. Let g be a codimension k geodesic distribution on M

with ÍQ the orthogonal distribution and {el,e2,...,en} an adapted local orthonormal

frame field. Denote the dual coframing of M by {6\ 02,.. .,0"). If a is a <?-form

defined on the domain of {8\02,...,0"} then we write a = 0 mod ÍQ (resp. mod g)

provided a belongs to the exterior ideal generated by {6\ 02,... ,0k) (resp.

{8k+l,.. .,0"}). Define the connection 1-forms «j = — w/ by the equation u'j(X) =

(Vxe¡, £,)• The first structural equation of M then takes the form

(7) <W' = 2«|Atf>.

The curvature 2-forms fij = — 0/ are defined by the second structural equation of M,

(8) <*«;: = 2«* Aw* + nj.

If R(X, Y) — V[x_y) ~ [V*, Vy] denotes the curvature tensor of M then

(R(X, Y)e¡, ej)= Q{(X, Y) and thus the sectional curvature of the 2-plane spanned

by {e,, ej) is (R(e¡, ef)et, e/)= -Qj(e„ ef). Since g is geodesic

(9) <,JW; = 0   mod óp

where, for the remainder of this section, we adopt the convention that Roman

indices run from 1 to k and Greek indices run from k + 1 to n.

3= (vol M )2
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Suppose now that ^ is integrable. With respect to any adapted coordinate system

(x\ x2,.. .,x"): U -» R", the metric may be written as

ds2 = 2&,(*'>-• ■ .*") dx' ® dxJ + 2gaß(xk+\-■ -,x") dxa ® <&".

We strengthen the notion of an adapted local orthonormal frame field by requiring

the domain of {el,e2,...,en} to belong to such a neighborhood U and by also

requiring that ea = "2a^(xk+l,.. .,x")(d/dxß). It immediately follows that [e¡,ea]

G §. Now (Veea, eß)= ([e„ ea] + Vef„ eß)= (Vee¡, eß)= -(e¡, Veeß)= 0 so

that

(10) u>ß=0   mod g.

Assume that, in addition to being integrable, áp is also minimal and let II denote

the second fundamental form of the leaves of ^. Given an adapted local orthonor-

mal frame field {ex,e2,...,e„} define symmetric tensors Aa of type (1,1) on the

leaves of ÍQ by the equation II(X, Y) = 2(Aa(X), Y)ea. In terms of tensor products,

Aa may be written as Aa — 2 o>'a ® ei and the minimality of ÍQ implies 0 = trace Aa

= 2 o}'a(e¡). Given p G M we let IIII^H2 denote the square norm of II at p for the

corresponding leaf of ÍQ. The next result relates this square norm to the sectional

curvature of M.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose g and op are orthogonal geodesic and minimal foliations of M.

Given p G M let (e,, e2,.. .,en] be an orthonormal basis for TpM with ex,e2,...,ek G

§pandek+l,...,e„ eg,. Then

(ii) |nj2= -2 <*(*!. «>i. O-

Proof. Assume that (e,, e2,.. .,en) has been extended to an adapted local

orthonormal frame field. Then

dufm(et, ea) = eya{ea)] - e„[<(e,)] - «¿([e,, ea])

= -ea[<(e,)\ - w«(v,e„) + «i(v,.«,)

= -e.[«i(«,)] +N„(^)H2+ (^(v.-)'e--)-

By the second structural equation

-(■R(c/,0«.-.e«)= K(e¡,ea)

= -e*[*i(e,)] +|Ma(e,)||2 + 2(Aa{vefi), e.)

Since the right-hand side of (11) is independent of the choice oí e¡, e2,...,ek E ÍQ,

we may assume that at p, e¡ is an eigenvector of Aa. Thus at p

(12) -2<*(e„0«/.««> = MJ2-

Summation over a then gives equation (11).    D
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Lemma 3.1 may also be derived from Corollary 1 of [8] or by using the second

variation formula for minimal immersions. Since II vanishes iff S$ is geodesic we

immediately have

Theorem 3.2. Let g and Sp be orthogonal geodesic and minimal distributions on a

space M of nonnegative sectional curvature. Then ÍQ is integrable iff g and !q are

parallel.

For the next result it will be convenient to change our notation slightly. We now

let V denote the Riemannian connection of M with V the Riemannian connection

for the leaves of Àp. Let D denote the connection induced in the normal bundle to the

leaves of Sp by V. If {e,, e2,..., en} is an adapted local orthonormal frame field then

equation (10) implies Dea — 0, that is {ek+l,.. .,en) is a local parallel framing of the

normal bundle to the leaves of Q. Given vector fields X, Y, Z G íq the covariant

derivative, D^II, of II in the direction of X is defined by

(Dxll)(Y, Z) = DX[U(Y, Z)] - U(VXY, Z) - 11(7, VXZ).

It is easy to see that this definition depends only on the values of X, Y, and Z at each

particular point of M. We say each leaf of ¿p has parallel second fundamental form

provided D\\ = 0.

We have seen that with respect to any adapted coordinate system (x\ x2,... ,xn):

U -» R" the metric takes the form

ds2 = 2g,y(*', x2,.. .,xn) dx' ® dx' + 2gaß(xk+l,-. ■ ,x") dxa ® dxß.

Furthermore, it is routine to verify that op is minimal iff det(g(- ■) is independent of

xk+',...,x". Certainly this happens if each gu is independent of xk+\...,x",

indeed then both g and op are parallel. Consider the other extreme in which each g(..

is a function of xk+\...,x" only. Such foliations are characterized by the following

result:

Theorem 3.3. Suppose g is geodesic and 6p is integrable. Then about any point of M

there exists an adapted coordinate system such that

ds2 = 2g<j(xk+X>- ■ ■ >x") dx' ® dxj + 2g«ß(xk+{.- • • .*") dxa ® dsß

iff each leaf of ÍQ   is a flat submanifold of M with parallel second fundamental form.

Proof. Assume each leaf of op is a flat submanifold of M with parallel second

fundamental form. Let (y\ y2,...,y"): U -> R" be an adapted coordinate system

and choose an adapted local orthonormal frame field {eue2,...,e„} in U such that

Veej — 0. This can be done since each leaf of !q is locally isometric to RA.

Equivalently, in terms of the connection 1-forms we choose the frame field such that

coj = Omod g. If {0\62,...,6n} denotes the dual coframing of M then this implies

V0y = 0 and d0j = Omod g. Since each leaf of !q has parallel second fundamental

form

0 = (Dxll)(Y, Z) = 2 ((VXAJY, Z)ea

so that vAa = 0. Writing u'a = 2 tiaj 6j we then have

0 = wAa = v(2< ® e,) = v(2^07 ® e.) = 2<*¿> ® & ® «i
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where db'a¡ is restricted to the leaves of Sp. Thus each b'aj is a function of yk+\... ,y"

only and du'a = 0 mod g. The second structural equation now implies ß^ = 0 m°d g-

The first structural equation implies ddß(ei, ea) = 0 so that writing u{ = 2 b{ß6ß

we have du>{(e¡, ea) = dbJka(e¡). On the other hand, it follows from the second

structural equation that du{(e¡, ea) = üi(eit ea). Thus dbia(e¡) = QJk(e¡, ea) =

Q'a(ej, ek) — 0 and each b{a is a function oiyk+\.. .,y" only.

The above computations imply dd' = 2 rja dy" A 0j where each rL is a function of

yk+\.. .,y" only. In matrix form this may be written as dB = R A 6 where 8 is the

column vector with j'th entry 0' and Ä is the k X & matrix with (i, j) entry 2 /}'„ dy".

We wish to find a nonsingular A: X A matrix ^4 = (a'f) of functions depending only

on j^+ ',..., >>" such that d(A0) = 0. Since

d(A6) = dA A6 + Ad6 = dA A 9 + (AR) A 6 = (dA + AR) A 6,

A must satisfy the system of partial differential equations

(13) dA = -AR.

The integrability conditions for this system are given by taking the exterior deriva-

tive of both sides of (13).

0 = d(dA) = -d(AR) = - (dA A R + AdR) = A(R A R - dR)

or equivalently, dR = R A R. Taking the exterior derivative of dd = R A 8 yields

0 = d(dB) = dRA0-RAd0 = (dR-RAR)A6

which implies dR = R A R. Thus the system is integrable and if/? is any fixed point

in the domain of (e,, e2,.. .,en) then we may find a solution^ to (13) with A(p) the

identity matrix. In particular, A is nonsingular in a neigborhood of p. By the

Poincaré Lemma we may find functions x\ x2,...,xk in a neighborhood of p such

that dx' — 2 a'j6J. Equivalently, by inverting A there exist functions cj of yk+', ...,y"

only such that 6' = 2 c)dxj. Since ds2 = 2 0'® 0' + 2 6a ® 0", the desired coordi-

nate system is given by (x\ x2,.. .,x") where xa = y".

The converse is routine.    D

The special coordinate systems described in Theorem 3.3 together with the

corresponding decomposition of the Riemannian metric have some interesting

implications for the topology of M. First note that if x = (xx, x2,... ,xn): U -> R"

and x = (x\ x2,... ,x"): U -» R" are two such coordinate systems, then on U n U

the change of coordinates x' = x'(x\ x2,...,xk),i = 1,2,.. .,k, is given by an affine

function of x\ x2,... ,xk. This, together with a theorem of R. Blumenthal [2], implies

there exists a submersion of M, the simply connected cover of M, into R* which has

as fibres the leaves of the natural lifting of g to M. In particular, M cannot be

compact with finite fundamental group. (A similar result has been proved by R.

Blumenthal [3] in a different context.)

Since the change of coordinates described above is given by an affine function it

follows that ÍQ (considered as a ^-dimensional vector bundle over M) has a discrete

structural group. In particular, Pont'( op ) = 0 for / > 0 where Pont' denotes the

forms in the Pontrj agin algebra of degree i. Since op is a Riemannian foliation the

Pasternack vanishing theorem implies Pont'(g) = 0 for / > n — k. Consequently,
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Font'(M) = Pont'(TM) = Pont'(op + g) = 0 for / > « - A. (The author would like

to thank Robert Gardner for suggesting the consideration of the Pontrjagin classes.)

For the remainder of this section we assume dim Sp = 2. Given p G M let K(p)

denote the intrinsic sectional curvature at p of the corresponding leaf of Sp.

Proposition 3.4. Let g and Sp be orthogonal geodesic and minimal foliations of M

with dim Sp = 2. // each leaf of Sp has parallel second fundamental form, then in a

neighborhood of any point of M there exists an adapted coordinate system such that

either

(i) ds2 = 2gu(x\ x2)dx1 ® dx1 + 2gaß(x3,.. .,x") dxa ® dxß or

(ii) ds2 = 2 g,j(x3,... ,x")dx' ® dxj + 2 gaß(x3, ...,xn)dxa® dxß with det(g,7)

constant.

Furthermore, if M is compact and connected, the choice may be made unambiguously

between (i) and (ii) for all of M.

Proof. We first show that if K(p) ¥= 0 then the leaf L of Sp through p is totally

geodesic. Since L has parallel second fundamental form it suffices to show II, = 0.

Let {e,, e2,.. .,en) be an adapted orthonormal frame field in a neighborhood of p

and define symmetric tensors Aa on L as before. We have seen that vAa = 0 which

implies the eigenspaces of Aa are parallel distributions of L. Since Sp is minimal,

traceAa = 0 so that if some Aa is nonzero at p then K(p) — 0. Thus, if K(p) =£ 0

then II, = 0 and the result follows.

We now show that if K(p) ?*= 0 then K is constant on the leaf of g through p.

Assume K(p) ?*= 0 and choose an adapted coordinate system (y\ y2,...,y"): U -> R"

about p such that K ¥= 0 on U and y'(p) — ya(p) = 0. It follows from the above

paragraph that g and Sp are parallel in U so that K is a function of y1, y2 only. Since

the leaf of g through p in Í7 is given as the locus F = [q\ y\q) = y2(q) = 0}, it

follows that K is constant on F. A connectedness argument now implies K is

constant on the entire leaf of g through p.

Now given any p in M let V be a neighborhood containing p such that in V each

leaf of g intersects each leaf of Sp. If K = 0 on V then by Theorem 3.3 there exists an

adapted coordinate system about p such that the metric may be written as in (ii). If

K ¥= 0 at some point in V then the above results imply g and Sp are parallel in V and

the metric may be written as in (i).

Finally, if M is compact and connected then each leaf of g intersects each leaf of

Sp [7] and thus either K — 0 on M or g and Sp are both parallel.    D

Given X,Y,Z G Sp, let [R(X, Y)Z]% denote the component of R(X, Y)Z tangent

to g, where R denotes the curvature tensor of M. The Codazzi equations for the

leaves of Sp state that

(14) [R(X, Y)Z]*= (DYll)(X, Z) - (DXU)(Y, Z).

In particular, a necessary condition for the leaves of Sp to have parallel second

fundamental form is that .R(Ar, Y)Z G Sp, whenever X, Y, Z G Sp,. Given/? G M let

K(p) denote the extrinsic sectional curvature of the 2-plane Sp,.
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Proposition 3.5. Let g and Sp be orthogonal geodesic and minimal foliations of M

with dim Sp = 2 and with R(X, Y)Z G Sp whenever X,Y, Z G Sp Suppose one of the

following is true:

(a) K > 0 and each leaf of Sp is compact;

(b) dim M — 3 a«J K — K is constant on each /ea/Sp;

(c) each leaf of ÍQ is diffeomorphic to S2.

Then in a neighborhood of each point of M the metric may be written as in (i) or (ii) of

Proposition 3.4. Furthermore, if condition (c) holds, the metric may be written as in (i).

Proof. Let II denote the second fundamental form of a leaf L of Sp. It suffices to

show that conditions (a) and (b) imply II is parallel and that condition (c) implies

II = 0. By considering the double cover if necessary we assume L is oriented. Let

{e,, e2,.. .,en) be an adapted orthonormal frame field defined in a neighborhood of

a point of L. Equation (14) then implies each Aa is a Codazzi tensor of type (1,1) on

L. Since trace Aa — 0, Theorem 1 of [10] becomes

AA2 = 4A2/: + ||v^J2

where A denotes the Laplacian of L and ka denotes the maximum eigenvalue of Aa.

If (a) holds then summing over a gives the global inequality A||II||2 > 2\\Dll\\2.

Since the integral of the left-hand side over L is zero, it follows that II is parallel.

It is routine to show that a symmetric Codazzi tensor of type (1,1) on L with

constant eigenvalues must be parallel. If dim M = 3 the Gauss curvature equation

becomes K= K + k2. Thus condition (b) implies A3 and hence II is parallel.

Suppose (c) holds. Since L is simply connected we may find globally defined

parallel orthonormal sections {e3,e4,...,en} of the normal bundle to L. However, a

trace zero symmetric Codazzi tensor of type (1,1) on L must be identically zero [5],

Thus each Aa is zero which implies II = 0 on L.

If M has constant sectional curvature c then (R(XX, X2)X3, XA)= c det((X¡, Xj))

and it immediately follows that R(X, Y)Z G Sp, whenever X, Y, Z G Sp,. For such

manifolds we can strengthen Proposition 3.5 as follows:

Theorem 3.6. Let g ¥= 0 and Sp be orthogonal geodesic and minimal distributions on

a space M of constant sectional curvature. If dim Sp = 2 then Sp is integrable iff M is

flat and g and Sp are parallel.

Proof. In light of Theorem 3.2 it suffices to show that if M has constant sectional

curvature c < 0 then Sp cannot be integrable. Assume then that Sp is integrable and

let {ei,e2,...,en} be an adapted local orthonormal frame field. Equation (12)

becomes A2 = — c where ka is the maximum eigenvalue of Aa. This implies Aa has

constant eigenvalues and is thus parallel on each leaf of Sp. But then each leaf of Sp

has parallel second fundamental form and the metric may be written as in either (i)

or (ii) of Proposition 3.4. However, (i) implies M splits locally as a Riemannian

product, a clear contradiction since the sectional curvature of M is negative for all

2-planes. If the metric can be written as in (ii) then each leaf of Sp is flat. However,

this is also a contradiction since the Gauss curvature equation implies K =£ K — c < 0.

Therefore,-© cannot be integrable.    □
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